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Abstract. Nowadays, almost every organization has an IT department
to offer services essential for the core business of the organization. These
services include Web serving, data storage, business analytics, etc. Data
centers are the backbone of such services. As demand on the data centers varies over time, organizations need to significantly overprovision
the capacity of their data centers to handle worst-case scenarios. Grid
computing is a several decades old idea to connect computing resources
of various organizations and enable them to provision the resources based
on the average usage instead of worst case.
In this paper, we introduce Iran’s national grid initiative to connect
computing resources of universities and offer a unified access point for
all computing resources of several universities. The students can use the
whole computing resources regardless of where they study. The power
of computing resources varies vastly across different universities: while
some universities have more computational power than they actually
need, other universities do not even have the necessary equipment to
serve their students with the computational power needed to do their
homework. Moreover, even if universities have the necessary hardware,
they usually lack the software stack that enables them to efficiently manage the hardware and offer a seamless service to the students. In this
paper, we talk about a comprehensive effort to unify the computational
power of several universities across the country along with an easy-to-use
interface for the students to have the computation they want without the
need to know where the computation is being carried out. We go over
the challenges of having such a system and the solutions that we come
up with to address the challenges.
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Introduction

In the age of information technology, almost all organizations have IT departments, which are responsible to offer services that are essential to the core business of the organizations. Web servers, data storage, business analytics, machine
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learning are examples of such services. Date centers [1,2] are the computing platforms that run and offer such services. Data centers, or warehouse-scale computers, are large-scale compute platforms that consist of thousands of servers.
As data centers are important to organizations, there have been many efforts to
optimize data centers [3–8] or their components [9–15].
Due to load variation (i.e., over time) on data centers [3, 16], organizations
need to significantly overprovision the capacity of their data centers to handle
worst-case scenarios [10, 11]. The overprovisioning of the capacity of the data
centers not only increases the initial capital outlay to build a data center, but
also increases the cost of operating a data center due to increase in power and
maintenance expenditures.
One way to reduce the overprovisioning problem in data centers is grid computing. Grid computing is an old idea to connect computing resources of various
organizations and offer a unified and seamless service. As an organization can use
the computing resources of other organizations through the grid system, the organization does not need to overprovision the computing resources for the worst
case. The resources can be provisioned for the average case. When the required
resources exceed what are available, the needed extra resources can be acquired
through the grid system from the computing resources of other organizations.
As many organizations are connected to the grid system, it is unlikely that all
of them utilize all of their resources at the same time.
In this paper, we introduce Iran’s national grid initiative. The goal of this
initiative is to connect computing resources of several universities together to
form a grid system and offer a unified access point for the whole computing
resources to the students regardless of where they study. The power of computing
resources varies vastly across different universities. Some universities have more
computational power than they need, but many universities do not have the
necessary computational power to serve their students properly. The grid system
can distribute computational resources fairly to the students: the students receive
the necessary computational power regardless of where they study.
Moreover, even if universities have the necessary computational hardware,
they usually lack the software stack, which enables them to efficiently manage
the hardware and offer a seamless service to the students. In this paper, we
talk about a comprehensive effort to unify the computational power of several
universities across the country through a grid system. Not only the grid system
unifies the computational resources, but also offers an easy-to-use interface for
the students to have the computation they want without the need to know where
the computation is being carried out. We go over the challenges of having such
a system and the solutions that we come up with to address the challenges.
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Motivation

University students are one of the major consumer of computational power in
Iran. Iran has the fastest growing rates of the number of publications in the past
decade [17–19]. As many publications require computer simulations/evaluations
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to verify the claim, there is a growing need for computational power in Iranian
universities. Not only students need computational power for publication, but
also, they need it to do their homework.
Unfortunately, computational resources are not distributed to universities
based on their needs (e.g., proportional to the number of students in the university). Every university, independently, attempted to acquire the computational
resources that their students may need. Depending on many parameters, including the wealth and status of the university, some universities succeeded and
have lots of computational resources, sometimes beyond what they currently
need, while others failed to get the necessary computational power. While the
unbalanced distribution of computation resources exists among the universities
even in a city, the problem exacerbates as the universities become further away
from the capital.
While there are lots of computational resources across the country, many
students who need computational resources do not have an easy way to access
what they need. This is mostly because computational resources are located
in many geographically-distant and administratively-independent locations. To
address this problem, we envision a system that connects these independent
islands of computational resources together and form a grid of computational
resources.
With the grid system, the independent islands of computational resources
should appear as a single system to the end user. A user should submit its job
through a unified interface. Upon receiving the job, the system itself, without any
user intervention, should determine where to execute the job. Upon completion
of the job, the results will be sent to the user through the unified interface. In
this paper, we talk about the challenges of implementing such a system. We also
illustrate some of the solutions that we come up with to address these challenges.
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The Grid System

To goal is to connect computing resources of universities (and other organization)
to form a grid computational system. The grid system should offer a unified
interface for end users (mostly university students) to submit their jobs to the
grid. The users should not need to be worried about where the computation is
carried out. When the computation ends, the results along with an invoice will
be sent to the user.
We assume that universities and other organizations have a cluster of compute nodes. Moreover, they also need to have a head node through which one
can submit jobs to the compute cluster. The grid system should connect several
universities and organizations with the mentioned compute cluster. The grid, as
a whole, should appear as a single system. The end user should not be concerned
about the structure of the grid when they submit jobs or collect the results.
When a user wants to submit a job to the grid, they go to the unified interface.
The interface should get the job along with the number of cores that the user
wants the job to run on. Based on the type of the job and the number of requested
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cores, the grid system should pick a suitable computational resource to execute
the job on. While the job is running, the user needs to be able to see the partial
results of their job. When the job finishes, the grid sends the whole result back
to the end user.

4

Challenges of Designing a Grid System

There are several challenges associated with building a grid system. As universities are autonomous organizations, they are not willing to share their computing
resources through the grid system, even if the utilization of their resources is
low.
To give incentive to universities to join the national grid system, we decided
to charge users based on how much time they used the computing resources that
are connected to the national grid. A significant fraction of the collected finance
will be distributed to universities based on how much time their computational
resources were busy running jobs submitted by the grid.
Another challenge of building such a system is unwillingness of universities
to give the grid full control to the computational resources. Not only universities
are unwilling to give full control of their computational resources to the grid, but
also many of them do not allow the grid to run even a single control program
on the compute cluster, mainly due to management issues.
While the grid requires a mechanism to accurately measure usage of the computational resources to charge end users accordingly, universities are unwilling
to let the grid run control programs on the compute nodes. We need to come up
with a plan with minimal access requirement to perform all grids functionalities.
We need to build a grid system on top of autonomous computer resources of
various universities (and other organizations) with minimal access requirement.
Organizations, due to various reasons, might not give the grid access to their entire computational cluster. The minimum requirement is administrative control
to a single compute node and the ability to submit jobs to the whole compute
cluster with user access control. Organizations does not need to give the grid full
access to their compute cluster, and the grid should be able to function properly
with the minimal access rights.
Not only with the minimal access rights, the grid needs to perform all of
its functionalities, i.e., getting the job from a user, dispatching the job to free
computational resources without user intervention, billing, resource-usage monitoring, etc.), but also, the grid needs to make sure that organizations offer to
the users what they promised to offer. As users submit their jobs through the
unified interface offered by the grid and do not know where the job is actually
running, any dishonesty by one of the organizations connected to the grid is seen
by end users as dishonesty by the grid.
It is the responsibility of the grid to make sure that when a user asks for
a core, they actually receive a physical core and not a virtual core that runs
with many other virtual cores on a single physical core. As we do not have
direct access to the whole compute clusters of universities and organizations,
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Fig. 1. The logical structure of Iran’s national grid.

guaranteeing the service-level agreement is tricky. In this paper, we discuss what
we plan to do to perform this job.

5

Iran’s National Grid

In this section, we introduce the design of Iran’s national grid and the rationale
behind the choices made in this design. We also talk about the ways that we
address the challenges introduced in the prior section.
Iran’s national grid is a tree with two levels as shown in Figure 1. The first
level (or the root) is a single logical node responsible for receiving, distributing,
and load-balancing the user requests. Moreover, the first level is responsible for
billing and monitoring of the requests. There are many nodes in the second level.
Each node represents the compute cluster of a university or an organization.
There is no restriction on the number of nodes in the second level.
As there are many nodes on the second level, at this level, the design by itself
is resilient against failure of any single node. If for any reason, computational
resources of an organization become inaccessible (e.g., network problem, power
outage, etc.), the grid can use the compute resources of other organizations to
run users’ requests. However, when it comes to the first level, as there is a single
root node, the design by itself does not guarantee resiliency against failure. We
note that the single-node root is a logical design. To add resiliency to the grid
at the root level, the physical design benefits from redundancy at the compute
level and replication for the data at geographically-distant sites.
Unlike the second level, the root node belongs to the grid (and not to one of
the organizations connected to the grid). Therefore, the grid has full control over
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the root node. We can run any piece of code with any privilege on the root node.
However, as discussed, universities and organizations may impose restrictions on
what we can run on their cluster. To minimize the requirement at the leaf level
(i.e., second level), we just require a single dedicated machine, which we refer
to as the machine in the rest of the text, at each organization plus access to
the head nodes of their cluster to submit jobs and read the log of their cluster
manager (i.e., the piece of software responsible to get a job and distribute it to
the cluster). In the head nodes of the cluster, we do not need root access and
user access suffices.
The brain of the grid is running on the root node. What is running on the
root node can broadly be classified as portal and core. Portal is the user interface
between the end user and the grid system. It consists of frontend and backend.
Frontend is part of the portal that users can see and interact with. Backend is
part of the portal that is not directly accessible by end users, and at the same
time, is necessary for the correct functionality of the portal (e.g., database of
registered users, authentication code, etc.).
Core is another piece of code running on the root node. Core is responsible
for all the functionality of the grid. Core is responsible to get and distribute
users’ requests, redistribute users’ request across leaf nodes for load balancing,
accounting and monitoring, etc. As the load on the core increases with the increase in the number of users, to make the core scalable, we decided to push as
much of the responsibility of the core as possible to the leaf nodes.
As per our design, there is a single compute node in every leaf node with
which the grid has full control. We try to push a significant fraction of the
functionality of the core to the leaf node to make the grid scalable. We refer to
part of the core that runs on the root node as master controller and part that
runs on the leaf nodes as slave controller, as shown in Figure 1.
When the master controller receives a request, its checks the status of the
leaf nodes that are capable to run the request. The master controller chooses
a leaf node which is not heavily loaded. The master controller sends a request
to slave controller of the chosen leaf node to notify it about the request. Upon
receiving the request, the slave controller is responsible to copy the data related
to the user request from the root node to the leaf node. Then the slave controller
submits the request to the head node of the cluster to be executed. The slave
controller checks the status of all running jobs in the cluster. Upon completion
of a job, the slave controller notifies the master controller. The master controller,
consequently, notifies the end user.
The slave controller is not only responsible to copy the request, dispatch
it, and send the response back to the master controller, but also is responsible
to make sure that the organization is offering what is supposed to give to the
users. The grid expects that organizations and universities give physical cores
(non-virtualized cores) to the users. Moreover, users specify the number of cores
when they submit their job to the grid. The grid expects that the cores be
dedicated to them (not to be shared with several users). The slave controller is
also responsible to make sure that such criteria are met.
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The grid does not have full control over the organizations’ clusters. As such,
we cannot continuously run a monitoring program on the cluster to control
the resource allocation. Therefore, we decided to run the monitoring programs
similar to user jobs. The slave controller, which runs on the leaf node’s machine,
occasionally sends a short monitoring job to the head node of the cluster to be
executed on one of the compute nodes. While the monitoring program is running,
it makes sure that the cores are physical cores (as opposed to virtualized cores)
and are dedicated to the grid’s jobs.
Due to the fact that we have to pay the organizations for using their compute
resources, we particularly designed the monitoring program to be executed in a
short period of time. As we run monitoring program occasionally (as opposed to
continuously) and for a short period of time, the monitoring cannot always detect
the violation of service-level agreement. Nevertheless, the statistical detection of
the violation of the service-level agreement combined with the penalty of such
a violation prevent organizations from deliberately violating the agreed-upon
service-level agreement.
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Related Work

Computational grids employ the distributed computing resources dynamically.
These resources include processing clusters, storage systems, supercomputers,
etc. Buyya provides a comprehensive definition for the grid concept [20]. This
definition clearly describes a wide range of applicability for the idea of grid
computing: “Grid is a type of parallel and distributed system that enables the
sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed ’autonomous’
resources dynamically at runtime depending on their availability, capability, performance, cost, and users’ quality-of-service requirements” [20].
There are many examples of national-level grid networks worldwide, which
initiated basically to meet challenges or exhibit new ideas for computing purposes. Some of them are the World-Wide Grid (WWG) [21], UK eScience Grid [22],
Tera Grid [23], and the World-wide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [24]. WWG
is initiated by the Global Data-Intensive Grid Collaboration, which exhibits the
use of many data-intensive grid applications. The UK eScience Grid is a grid
network to be used by the UK academies. Tera Grid is a project for American researchers, which started in 2001 and performed from 2004 through 2011.
The WLCG project is a global teamwork performed in 42 countries aggregating
worldwide grid structures in more than 170 computing centers.
There are, also, a large variety of corporate grid activities or projects, which
basically provide different core services suitable to set up computing grid infrastructures. Examples include Aneka [25], which enables a .Net based grid and
cloud computing platform. The Cosm P2P Toolkit [26] is a library of open source
applications or protocols to enable the worldwide computers to collaborate for
distributed computing. This includes GRID, sensor-net, or Cloud applications.
The Globus [27, 28] project is a well-known data management service to be used
for research services. This project recently announced the availability of its ser-
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vice for Google Drive. This mechanism enables the use of a concrete logical
interface for manipulating, sharing or data transfer in all accessible storage systems. The Legion project [29] demonstrates a worldwide virtual computer. It is
basically an object-based software environment that ties millions of processing
cores and users connected by high-speed links. A user of the system has the
illusion of using just a single computer, while in reality, a variety of physical
resources and different kinds of data are used. These include video stream, cameras, processing accelerators, simulators, etc. The ProActive parallel suite [30]
is an open source project used for dynamic management of heterogeneous grids
and clouds. The main focus of the project is on application parallelization tightly
coupled with seamless enterprise scheduling and arrangement.
The grid economy project [31] provides an economic paradigm for grid computing for the purpose of enabling a service-oriented computing grid. There is
also a large body of work and projects not covered in this paper (e.g., [32–35]).
We refer interested readers to the more comprehensive surveys of grid computing [36–38].
In this paper, we try to provide a feasible and customized implementation
of the Iranian national grid initiative, considering what have been done before,
combined with the realistic assumptions and computation demands of the grid
customers including the researchers in Iran.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced Iran’s national grid initiative. The goal of this initiative is to form a computational grid out of computing resources of universities
and offer a unified access point for all computing resources to the students and researchers across the country. We talked about a comprehensive effort to unify the
computational power of several universities across the country for the purpose
of providing an easy-to-use interface for the students to have the computation
they want without the need to know where the computation is being carried out.
We went over the challenges of having such a system and the solutions that we
came up with to address the challenges.
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